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Stories and accounts of ghosts and spirits have been around for as long as 

humans could conceive such a concept. You can go all the way back to the the first 

civilizations in Mesopotamia, Egypt, China, and numerous others and find an extreme 

prevalence of the afterlife and the beings from. There has to be some real relevance in 

regards to this topic and culture if it has been around for so thousands and thousands of 

years along with the fact that so many in today’s society continue to perpetuate the 

supernatural. 

To those who inhabited the earth in previous eras there wasn’t really concern 

about the afterlife as for the most part it was widely acknowledged that the spirit or soul 

of a human outlives the body that it resides it. However the quality of this afterlife had 

multiple determining factors including the kind of life they lived on earth and how their 

remains were disposed of. Never was an appearance by the ghost of the deceased 

appreciated though, as even from the beginning this signaled that something is very 

wrong because spirits should not cross into the world of the living, and usually it’s the 

responsibility of the afflicted to direct the spirit back to where it came from peacefully 

and safely. 

The primary reason I chose the topic of ghosts was because of the overwhelming 

presence and popularity that they have in our society, along with what exactly a near 



obsession of the dead and the encounters that ensue means to the human population 

as a whole. With scary movies being produced and watched on massive levels it was 

inevitable that the introduction of a relatively new concept would arise, that being horror 

themed series on primetime television. In the past this may have been inappropriate or 

even taboo as a small child could come across it, but now shows like American Horror 

Story and Bates Motel seem to romanticize appealing aspects of the show drawing in 

younger and younger audiences. 

Is this drastic change in the norm a result in some sort of bizarre upward trend in 

ghosts, or is it possible that the increasing connectivity among all people makes it much 

easier to produce all different kinds of works. It could be a mix of many different 

variables, there is really no way to know anything for sure, but I do know that it would be 

interesting to delve deeper into the topic of ghosts and their correlation with popular 

culture because for me at least there is a lot of curiosity surrounding the questions that 

arise. 
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